Becky’s Tiny Flint Lock:
Created by Peter Allan, the famous National Championship shooter, this tiny lock was made for a tiny rifle. Created as a gift for his daughter, when age 5, it will always be known as “Becky’s lock”.

You can create a tiny rifle for your child, or use this lock on a small pistol. These are our smallest locks, assembled by the R. E. Davis Company, they function correctly. A small lock can never produce as many sparks as a big rifle or musket flint lock, but they spark well.

Fitted with a fly detent, you may use a double set trigger, although a youth training rifle probably should use a single trigger.

Order a few #Flint-Eng-4 gun flints. Use this tiny lock with your 3/4", 13/16", or 7/8" octagon barrel.

#Lock-Tiny-F  Becky’s tiny flint lock, flat face  only $145.99
#Lock-Tiny-RF  Becky’s tiny flint lock, round face  only $145.99

Becky’s Tiny Percussion Lock:
Our matching tiny cap lock uses our 7/16” diameter powder drum. We recommend using a short #PST-A pistol nipple, with 1/4-28 thread, for standard #11 cap.

#Lock-Tiny-P  Becky’s tiny percussion lock  only $ 96.99

Parts for Becky’s tiny flat faced flint lock, right.......#Lock-Tiny-F
Right hand only, the tiny springs are tempered. Certain other tiny internal parts are available finished or “as cast”.

#Lock-Tiny-F-Pi  lock plate, 4.19 x .80”, as cast  $ 25.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Pa  pan with bridle arm, as cast  $ 10.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Px  pan screw, 5-40  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Fr  frizzen, as cast  $ 21.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Fx  frizzen screw, 5-40, inside  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Fs  frizzen spring, tempered  $ 20.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Fsx  frizzen spring screw, 5-40  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Co  flint cock, 1.09” throw, as cast  $ 14.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Tj  top jaw, .62 x .70”, with .187 hole  $  8.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Tjx  top jaw screw, fancy, 10-32  $  4.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Tu  tumbler, tapped 5-40, tempered  $ 25.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Tx  tumbler screw, 5-40, .375” head  $  3.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Fl  fly detent, tempered  $  9.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Br  bridle, as cast, to drill in place  $  9.00
#Lock-Tiny-F-Bx  bridle screw, .187” head, 5-40  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Se  sear, drilled and tempered  $ 16.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Sx  sear screw, .575” long, 5-40  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-SS  sear spring, tempered steel  $  9.99
#Lock-Tiny-F-Ssx  sear spring screw, 5-40 thread  $  2.29
#Lock-Tiny-F-Ms  mainspring, tempered  $ 19.99

Parts for Becky’s tiny round faced flint lock.........#Lock-Tiny-RF
Right hand only, the tiny springs are tempered. Certain other tiny internal parts are available finished or “as cast”.

#Lock-Tiny-RF-Pi  lock plate, 4.19 x .80”, as cast  $ 25.99
#Lock-Tiny-RF-Pa  pan with bridle arm, as cast  $ 10.99
#Lock-Tiny-RF-Fr  frizzen, as cast  $ 21.99
#Lock-Tiny-RF-Fs  frizzen spring, tempered  $ 20.99
#Lock-Tiny-RF-Co  flint cock, 1.09” throw, as cast  $ 14.99

Parts for Becky’s tiny cap lock, right....................#Lock-Tiny-P
Right hand only, the tiny cap lock a near match to our tiny flint lock. They can be file fitted to interchange. Always make any interchangeable ignition gun as percussion first, to simplify your work. These parts are unique to the percussion lock.

#Lock-Tiny-P-Pi  lock plate, .125” throw, as cast  $ 18.99
#Lock-Tiny-P-Ha  hammer, .125” throw, as cast  $ 14.99